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BGMI
Tournament

Sports Council First - 4 Immortals
-  Yash Khatri
-  Ujjwal Godara
-  Ishan Pandey
-  Saurabh Sejwal

Second - Black Market
-  Sarthak Daksh 
-  Neev Swarnakar
-  Mayank Kaim
-  Ashish Kamathi

Third - Dracarys
-  Ankit Kumar Kamat
-  Vikhyat Yadav
-  Rohit Kumar Vishwas
-  Vaibhav Soni

Event Organized By Winning Team/Player

BizQuiz Finnexia Shivangi Dhiman
Pranay Gupta

  III  Manik Arora

ProSort Foobar Division 1
I    Nishkarsh
II   Sanyam Agrawal
III  Apurv Patani
Division 2
I    Ojus Singhal
II   Raghav Nakra

I
II



Sri Lanka's Economic Crisis - Aditya Kashyap





The Evergrande Crisis - Sahas Marwah







Nobody
(Movie)

The Cloverfield
Paradox
(Movie)

Foundation
(TV Series)

Only Murders in
the Building
(TV Series)



This month, the batch of 2024 also completed their
first year at IIITD, and we reached out to them to ask
about the experience at the institute. Here are some
glimpses of the same.....

"It was good as well as bad. Some of the life experiences were missed
because of the online session, but there were still some advantages of
going through the session online. Like the recorded lectures are a
good way to revise topics. Also if  we were not able to attend a class
for some reason then we could watch the recorded lecture to cover
for the same."

 - Aryman

"All the courses were great, but DSA was lengthy and more
competing than others as there was less time to practice due to short
semesters and lengthy exams. Online mode was quite an unpleasant
experience as college is more defined by the environment students
make then the studies. But courses are well designed and helped me
gain knowledge."

 - Rahul

"Lectures were a bit too hectic towards the end which was due to the
uneven distribution of workload but that may be because of the
COVID situation."

 - Ishaan

"Not too hectic. Demands expertise in time management. Since it
was online and most of us are introverts, group projects should have
been more in number."

 - Nikhil

"Made tons of friends both academic and non academic!"  - Sumit

"Even though the first year was completed in online mode, I still am
happy and we all should be. Congrats to everyone who's holding up.
To a year full of new experiences and knowledge!"

 - Aditya


